TESTIMONIAL …from a client
providing IT management and consulting
services to businesses and governments
in more than 70 countries

Memo To: My “intercompany” Peers (other locations),
Just wanted to pass along something that could be important for your data center and your clients.
Several large arrays (3PAR) were being decommissioned out of the Sacramento area site and being
reallocated somewhere else. Per policy, the drives had to be wiped to allow the racks to be
removed. Our client made the contact with a VAR and set the date and time for the procedure to be
done.
The client chose DataSpan as the VAR to have the work done in this data center. As most of you know,
we are very “short” when it comes to personnel to escort people coming into this data center. So,
timeliness, effort and making sure my people knew where these folks were on the floor and how the
project was progressing were paramount considerations for this endeavor.
The folks from DataSpan arrived on time and were ready to go to work immediately. Due to escort
coverage, they also understood that they may be asked to leave the floor and they did not have an
issue with having to relocate for a short period of time. They were efficient, knowledgeable about the
device and expert in getting the job done in a timely fashion.
To sum up; it was a very quick and satisfying completion to a project that initially was slated for five (5)
days. All work and cleanup tasks were completed in two (2) days. I could not have asked for a better
experience in getting this project done.
You have a data center to run. Your clients need expert personnel and knowledgeable VAR’s to
help them run their business. Your choices for this type of vendor are many. But you may be
doing yourself and your clients a disservice if you are not allowing them to contact DataSpan to
obtain a quote for their data/drive destruction needs.
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